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Video games are rapidly becoming the favorite pastime for kids and adults all over the world.

But with the increase in the number of video games created, what sets one apart from another?

It is their brand mark.

Letâ€™s have a look at some of the popular computer logo pictures crafted by famous PC games
creators that have rocked the world.

1. World Of War Craft:

This famous symbol is imaginative, distinct and has an antique look. It consists of the name
encased in an intricate and traditionally designed badge that is dull golden colored which gives it a
historic touch. The image consists of a blue background with an image of a globe with portrays the
world. Despite the fact that the symbol looks quite non-violent at sight, it is still one of the best logos
ever created for a PC game.

2. The Witcher:

Their brand mark consists of the video game name in straight silver colored fonts of which the letter
â€˜Tâ€™ is crafted to look like a cross and the dot on the letter â€˜Iâ€™ is diamond shaped. The text is
accompanied by an image of a wolf with its teeth bared. The overall red color of the monogram is
what gives it such a violent and aggressive look.

3. Dragon Age: Origins:

If you want to send your customers into a unique world of wars and mystical creatures then this is
the emblem for you. The design consists of a dragon wing shaped crafted with intricacy and detail.
There is a sharp claw reaching out from beneath the shape that forms into a puddle of blood that
consists of the word â€˜originâ€™. The prominent colors used here are brown and red which are perfect to
represent violence and antiqueness. Overall this monogram is aggressive, traditional and
sophisticatedly detailed making this one of the best crafted designs of all time.

4. Fall Of Caesar: Lost Chronicles:

It is the compact and traditional touch of this design that sets it apart from the rest. Here, the video
game name is scripted in straight red colored fonts with a scroll like shape describing the latest
game edition. The background of the image is a pair of antique swords crossed. It is the historical
touch of the emblem that makes it so appealing and attractive to the customers.

5. Battlefield 1942:

These computer logo stickers are smart, clean cut and sophisticated. The combination of silver fonts
with a neutral colored background makes it look chic and classy while the straightness of the fonts
coupled with a line above and below the company name shows that they mean business. But one
smart move that is often missed is the patriotic touch that the design consists of. If you look closely,
you will see that there are tiny stars between the two lines that have been inspired by the American
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flag.

Hence, if you want to create a symbol for PC games that is distinct and imaginative, then try to
comprehend the unique feature that your game offers. Make sure that your symbol is inspired by the
setting and location of the scenario your game offers to give it a unique touch.
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